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ABSTRACT

Appliances, air conditioners and water heaters (hereafter refered to simply as
appliances) account for about 50% of residential energy consumption in the UoSo on a
primary basiso In housing with a high level of thermal integrity, appliances
present a much lQrger fraction of the total energy demand. However, there are
products "-corrmercial1y available which can greatly reduce appliance energy
consumption 0 For nearly all appliance types, there are now models which are at
least 50% more efficient "than the typical model produced in recent yearso These
products are presented and described in the paper 0

Regarding cost, the top-rated products do have a greater first cost than model s
of average eff; ci ency e The percentage pri ce increase vari es for di fferen t produc t
types * When life cycle cost is considered, it is shown that highly efficient
appliances turn out to make attractive investments for t¥pical consumers$ It is
estimated that the the rate of return on the extra first cost associated wi th the
top-rated models varies from 9-52%/yr in real terms~

There are a vari ety of research acti vi ti es tha t cou 1d 1ead to further
; mprovemen ts in the eff; ci ency and performance of app 1i ances 0 Can ti nued research,
development and demonstration of advanced refrig"erators, air conditioners, water
heaters, and other p.roducts should be carried out, and some of the more urgent and
prani si ng areas for R&D are menti orled in the paper 41 The deve1opment of eff; ci en t
air condi oners with high latent cooling capacities is one specific need0 Also
important is the collection of additional field performance data on individual
appliances as well as uwhole house effectsll~ Finally, establishing an appliance
testi center could prove 1 analyzing and showcasing state-of-the-art
appliances around the world, and possibly for other activities~
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App 1i ances, air cond; ti oners and wa ter hea ters (herea fter refered to si mp1y as
appliances) account for about 50% of residential energy consumption in the U.Se on a
primary basis. In housing with a high level of thermal integrity, appliances
present a much larger fraction of the total energy demand/) There are a number of
basic questions regarding the energy performance of residential appliances: How
has the efficiency and energy consumption of appliances changed in recent years?
What is the variation in efficiency between different products available to
consumers? What is the savings potential from using highly efficient appliances?
What is the cost effectiveness of buying highly efficient apppliances? What
techno 109 i ca1 advances are on the hor; zan? Wha t research ac ti viti es are neces sary
to provide even more efficient appliances in the future?

These questions and issues related to the implementation of energy efficient
app 1i ances are the theme of a handbook pub 1i shed in 1983" (1) The obj ec ti ve of thi s
paper is to update the handbook with an emphasis on technological concerns and
research needse In the first part of the paper, the trends in the efficiency of new
products are reviewed$ Then, the highly efficient products that are now
cormnercial1y available are described, overall savings potential is briefly
discussed, and the cost effectiveness of purchasing highly efficient products is
examined~ Finally, the research needs related to efficient appliance technology
are addressed"

TRENDS IN THE EFFICIENCY OF NEW PRODUCTS

Table I shows the available data on the average efficiency of new models
produced si nee 1972 & The effi ci enci es are based on the standardi zed tes ts
specified by US DOE and conducted mainly by the manufacturers.. It is seen that
there has been a mixed record of efficiency improvement; for some products there
have been substantial gains during certain periods while for other products the
documented progress has been limited~ This is a consequence of a complicated set I)f
factors including the availability, promotion and acceptance of more efficient
models, the nature of purchasers and purchase decisions, and the regulatory and
incentive programs used to stimulate the adoption of efficient models.

New furnaces and water heaters showed no gains in average efficiency during the
1970es~ Unfortunately (and inexcusably), no data on the efficiency of new water
heaters has been collected since 1980/)

Efficiency data are finally being obtained again for furnaces beginning with
models produced in 1983& The data show gas furnace efficiencies increasing from an
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average AFUE val ue of around 63% in the 1970' s to nearly 70% in 19830 The
improvement was due to the introducti on and sa 1es of furnaces wi th induced or forced
draft and the condensa ti on of fl ue gases beg; nni ng in 1981-82. Indus try sa1es da ta
show tha t condensi ng un; ts accounted for 7% of tota1 gas furnace sa 1es in 1983. (2)
While therewerev;rtually no gas furnaces with AFUE values in excess of 80% in 1980,
thei r marke t share increased to at>ou t 15% as of 198341

There were major gains in the efficiencies of refrigerators and freezers
during the 1970's, with the t¥pical refrigerator produced in 1981 consuming 1190
KWh/yr to~pared to 1725 KWh/yr in 1972 based on the standardized test procedure*
Freezers on the average were down from 1460 KWh/yr to around 840 KWh/yr in 19810 It
has been argued that minimum efficiency standards enacted in California and the
expecta ti on of federa 1 standards induced these changes <P (3) However,
manufacturers cl aim they are respondi ng to the demand for more eff; ci ent products
which in turn is a result of- rising electricity prices4I (4)

Si nee 1981, there have been very modes t i mprovemen ts in the eff; ci ency of new
refri gera tors and freezers e The average annua1 increase in the eff; ci ency of new
refrigerators was only 294% per year from 1981-83, compared to 7~1% per year from
1978-81~ Recent improvements in the efficiency of new freezers have been even more
graduale These 'slowdowns are in spite of a 12~4% real increase in the average
electricity price paid by residential consumers from 1980 to 1983, compa~ed to an
average real price increase of only 300% for 1977-800 (5)

Clearly, market forces are not sufficient for explaining the complexities of
consumer product efficiencY0 The gains in the efficiency of refrigerators in the
1970's were a result of relatively simple and inexpensive design changes such as
switching- to polyurethane insulation' and using a somewhat more efficient motor ....
compressor~ While many additional improvements are possible and cost effective
(see below), some are much more complicated~ Furthermore, refrigerator and
freezer manufacturers have been faci ng no pressures from mi ni mum effi ci ency
standards in recent years0 (6)

For residen al air conditioners, there have been gradual improvements in
aver-age effi ci ency over the past 12 years e Air condi ti oners are a1so the produc t
most affected by regulatory and incentive programs6 Most states have minimum
efficiency requirements for air conditioners in their building codes, and some
major sta tes such as Ca1i a, New York and Fl or; da regul a te the effi ci ency f a11
models sold thin their borderse In addition, many utilities in hotter parts of
the country are offering rebate incentives to their customers if they purchase more
eff; ent r conditioners~

The detailed shipment-efficiency data distributed annually by the central air
oner (CAe) industry association suggest that these programs may be a major

factor behind recent efficiency advancese (7) In 1981,49% of CAe shipments were in
the SEER range of 6e5-7~9 and 36% were in the range of 800-809.. In 1982, only 24% of

pments were in the former range while 62% were in the latter0 Furthermore,
pments of highly efficient models (SEERs in excess of 10.0) dropped from 207% of

total shipments in 1981 to 2.3% of the total in 19820 Hence, the rise in average
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eff; ci ency fram 1981 to 1982 was due to a shi ft in sa 1es in" the mi ddl e of the pack II

around the efficiency of SEER:: 800. In fact, this point is where standards are
typically set and where models generally began to qualify for rebates $

ENERGY SAVINGS POTENTIALI

Table II lists the highly efficient top-rated models now available and their
efficiencies in comparison with typical models sold in 1980e It is seen that there
are major savings opportunities in all areaSe

As mentioned previously, the highly efficient furnaces include forced or
induced draft and the condensi n9 of fl ue gases $ There are now about ei ght campan; es
selling condensing furnaces in the U.S.

The top-rated gas water heater shown in Table II, the Amana EGWH, involves
coupling a hot water tank to the Amana condensing furnaceG This eliminates the
substantial flue losses which occur in a conventional water heater and provides the
hi gl1 hea t transfer eff; c1 ency of the furnace for wa ter hea ti ng <J Of course, it; s
necessary to have the condensing furnace in order to obtain the high water heating
eff; ci ency &I Therefore, the most effi ci ent stand-a lone gas-fi red wa ter hea ter ; s
also included in Table 2G1 This model (and a few other water heaters recently
introduced) utilize sealed combustion and direct venting$ Also, the development
of pulse combustion, condensing gas water heaters is proceeding4l A prototype unit
with an overall efficiency of 83Z has already been produced~ (8)

For electric water heating, heat pump water heaters (HPWHs) reduce electric; ty
consumption by approximately 50% relative to conventional resistance models~ (9)
The top-ra ted HPWH 1is ted in the tab 1e a1so fea tures a pl a te condenser bui 1tin to the
water storage tank and thicker than average foam insulation~ Although HPWHs have
been widely produced for a few years, their adoption is still rather limited$

For air conditioners and space conditioning heat pumps, large improvements in
overall efficiency have been achieved through the use of larger condenser and
evapora tor co; 1S t more eff; ci ent motors, the use of oversi zed, dera ted compressors
and rotary-type compressors, and improved controls~ In addition, some of the
highly efficient models are beginning to utilize two-speed compressors, dual
compressors or continuous speed modula on~ This provides a much better matching
of r tioner output to load, thereby reducing cyclina losses0

Improved refrigerators and freezers have been developed through a variety of
des; gn changes, i ncl udi ng the use of better i nsu 1a ti on and more eff; ci en t ma tors and
compressors~ Until early 1984, the most efficient two-door top mount

gerator-freezer with automatic defrost, the Amana model included in Table 2,
consumed 870 KWh/yr based on the DOE test~ Thi s model has separate evaporator coi 1s
for the gerator and freezer boxes which greatly cuts down on frost buildUp and
the operation of defrost heaters~ However, the model was taken out of production

the manufacturer introduced a new standard line of refrigerators which
consume only 10-15% more electri ci ty than the TSC-18E& Accardi ng to the
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manufacturer, the extra first cost for the twin evaporator model ($50-100 at the
retail level) could not be justified for only about 100 KWh/yr of electricity
sav i ngs 0 (10)

" Although the highly efficient Amana model is no longer produced, there are
other commercial models close to its efficiencyc In particular, Whirlpool is
producing a 17 cubic foot refrigerator-freezer which consumes about 880 KWh/yr
(this model is also sold by Sears)~

Higher refrigerator efficiencies have been obtained using a prototype motor-
compressor developed in the late 1970's by a company which is now part of White
Wes ti nghouse & Thi sun; twas pl aced in ordi nary refri gera tors for a seri es of fi e1d
tests in 1981-82. The resul ts were impressive - the average electricity
consumption was 760 KWh/yr (a 27% savings) with 18 cubic foot two-door modelse (11)
Also, an attempt is being made to combine this prototype motor-compressor with the
twin evaporator Amana boxo This should lead to an electricity consumption of only
650 KWh/yr to So far, however, the improved motor-compressor has not found i ts way
into commercial modelse

As expected~ widespread adoption of highly efficient appliance technologies
caul d have a major impact on aggregate energy demand 0 A recent study of thi s
potential in single family housing found that even with increasing appliance
saturation and an expanding housing stock, appliance energy consumption could drop
28% in absolute terms from"1980 to 2000 if today' s best commercial technologies are
fully implemented. (12) Of course, the savings potential rises as even more
efficient appliance technologies reach the marketplace in the future~

The effect of increasing appliance efficiency on space conditioning
requirements is pertinent to the discussion of the savings potential with efficient
appliances~ Some building simulation studies have begun to address this issue&
(13) These studies show that reducing internal thermal gains through the use of
more.efficientapplianceswill still result;n substantial overall energy savin Sf<

This is due to some thermal gains occuring in unconditioned space, space heating
being required only part of the year, and the lass.es associated with electricity
genera ti on ~ Of course, the avera 11 benef; t from the use of more eff; c; ent
app 1i anees is si te speci c and wi 11 increase as space coo1i ng grows in i mportance ~

COST EFFECTIVENESS

Highly efficient appliances generally cost more than models of average
ciency~ Table. III shows the estimated installed cost for the top-rated

products now on the market along with the increase in cost relative to models of
average ciencYe The costs were obtained primarily from dealers and
contractors in the metropolitan Washington, DeC~ area. The extra costs may not
necessarily reflect the increased production cost, but rather what the

feel the more efficient products can command in the marketplacee

It is seen in Table III that the top-rated heat pump water heater has a first
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cost about four times that of an ordinary resistance water heater& For the highly
efficient furnaces and CAe systems, the first cost increases about 70%e On the
other hand, the highly efficient refrigerators and freezers are only about 10% more
expensive than their counterparts of average efficiency.

Table IV shows the cost effectiveness of buying the top-rated models relative
to those of average efficiency assuming national average energy prices and demand
conditions. The simple payback period on the additional first cost ranges from 2.0
to 8.6 years 0 On the average, the payback peri ad is 1ess than ha1f of the assumed
lifetime.

The rate of rate of return on the extra first cost, realized through the reduced
opera ti ng cost, ranges from 9%/yr to 52%/yr. These returns are above i nfl a ti on and
tax-free $ Hence, when viewed in tenns of life cycle costs, the top..... rated products
are very attractive for typical consumerSe The reasons why these products do not
dominate the market given their cost effectiveness are discussed elsewheree (14)

AREAS FOR FURTHER R&D

In the past» research funded through US DOE, GRI, EPRI and other organ; za ti ons
has directly led to the development and initial conrnercialization of innovative,
highly efficient appliance technologies~ This includes a number of the products
mentioned above such as the condensing furnace, heat pump water heater, and the
advanced refrigerator previously made by Amana~

Further R&D work should also prove to be valuable for a variety of reasons &

rst, a number of the advanced technologies that are now under development look
very promisinge Included here are more advanced refrigerators and gas-fired water
hea ters ~ Second ~ the economi c eva1ua ti on shows tha t none of the curren tl y
available top-rated products are at the cost effec ·ve l;mit~ Third, the UoS$
appliance industries are not yet confronting any technological l;mits~ This fact
is confirmed by the advances occuring at both the comnerc;al and experimental level s
in Europe and Japan, as well as the progress being made in the U&S0 (15)

Both a continuation of current R&D projects and new efforts are warranted,
including work in the following areas:

and freezers
-"""""""'~---

a use of dual evaporators and compressors in refrigerator-freezers;
o use of new refrigerant mixtures;
o more efficient motors and compressors;
o reducing thermal gains through the box*

Freezers have so far received very limited attention among the pUblicized
efforts to develop energy efficient appliances9 Furthermore, the top-rated chest
freezers currently available in the U<§S* are produced by a small company in Canada~

y, there is a need for developing highly efficient freezers within the U~S0
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Air conditioning equipment

As the thermal integrity of housing in hotter climates is improved, the ratio
of latent to sensible cooling load increases. (16) However, some of the more
energy-effi c; ent ai r cond; ti oners have a reduced la tent cool i ng capac; ty due to the
use of higher evaporator temperatures. Using dehumidifiers for latent cooling is
not desirable due to their low efficiency. Therefore, efforts should be made to
develop efficient air conditioners and heat pumps with high latent cooling
capacitiese

Wa ter hea ters

The deve1opmen t of fue l-fi red wa ter hea ters wi th fl ue gas condensa ti on
should continue. Another interesting possibility is the water and/or space
heating heat pump that operates off a building's exhaust air stream~ This
technology has been pioneered. in Sweden. (I7) It requires the use of controlled
ventilation, which is desirable for maintaining a high level of indoor air qualitYe

Laundry equipment

Reducing water consumption in clothes washers through techniques such as front
loading could provide significant energy savings. The continued development of
detergents that permit cold water washing should also be pursued. Another
innovative idea that has been suggested is the development of chemical additives to
permit additional water extraction in the washer rinse cycle without excessive
clothes wrinklina. (18) This would be of value since mechanical water extraction
is much more efficient than the use of a conventional clothes dryer~

Other Areas

Improved controls is a generic area that could lead to reductions in appliance
energy consumption* The "smart appliances u of the future could include freezers
tha t au tomati ca 11 y d.efrost when needed, clothes washers tha t adjust the wa ter· 1eve1
to the load, and stove burners and ovens with preset or automatic termination$
Also, variable speed controls for air conditioners and heat pumps look promis;ng0

of the analysis conducted on appliances is based on the laboratory test
ngs ~ A1though some uti 1i ti es and other organi za ti ons have measured the energy

consump on appliances in actual use, additional field performance data ;s
needed to check the validity of the test ratings as well as to assess the real impacts
of efficient appliances and appliance programs 9 Also, it would be useful to
eva1ua te how changes in user behavi or and product age affect actua 1 app 1i ance energy
consumption~ Finally, uwhole hauseu field studies should be carried out to study
issues such as the interaction between appliance efficiency and space conditioning
requirementsli

It appears that some Japanese refrigerators are more efficient than the top
can models$ (19) Also, a variety of highly efficient products are being
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produced in Europeo However, drawing conclusions in this area is complicated by
the different standardized test procedures that are used for testing appliances in
the U0 S., Europe and Japan (0 For examp1e, refri gera tors are tes ted ina 32·C ho t roan
with no door openings in the UltS. and at both 30 and 15°C with door openings in Japano
This makes the comparison of products from different countries highly uncertain0

In order to accurately compare appliance technologies from around the world
and to provide the information to a broad audience, an international appliance
testing center could be establishedo In addition to aquiring and testing existing
equipment, the appliance center could engage in other activities like product
development and the collection of fiel~ performance data~
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Table Ie Trends in the efficiency of new products 0

Efficiency Efficiency (a)
Product Parameter 1972 1978 1980 1981 1982 1983

Gas furnace % seasonal 63~2(e) 6306 630 3( f) 6906
efficiency (b)

Gas water % overall 47~4 4802 47~9(f)

heater efficiency (b)

E1 ectri c water % avera 11 79~8 80~7 7803 (f)
heater efficiency (b)

Central air SEER (c) 6.66 6.99 7~60 7083 8~31 8043
cond; ti oner

Room air EER (c) 6~22 6~75 7002 7006 7014 7029
condi ti oner

Refrigerator/ energy factor ( d) 3084 4~96 5059 6009 6~12 6039
freezer

Freezer energy factor ( d) 7~29 9~92 lO~85 11 .. 27 11$28 11&36

(a) Average efficiencies are weighted by manufacturers' shipments~ Data
provided by the industry associations AHAM, GAMA and ARI9 Also, see
"Consumer Products Efficiency Standards Economic Analysis Document JD

,

DOE/CE-0029, U~S~ Department of Energy, March 1982, p~ 31&

(b) seasonal efficiency for gas furnaces is the AFUE value and the
overall efficiency for water heaters is the service efficiency as
specified by the US DOE test procedures@

(c) is the energy efficiency 0 in terms of BTU/hr of cooling output
divided by watts of electrical power input~ The SEER for central air
conditioners is a seasonal energy efficiency ratio as specified by the
US DOE test procedure (see Federal Register, Vol~ 44 p~ 76700, Deco 27,
1979) 0

(d) Energy factor is the corrected volume divided by daily electricity
consumption where corrected volume is the refrigerated space plus 1963
times the freezer space for refrigerator/freezers and 1073 times the
freezer space for freezerse

(e) 1975 rather than 19729

(f) These values are estimates made by manufacturers in 1979~



Table II .. Compar son of highly efficient and pical models for major products ..

Efficiency of
Efficiency of Hlg y Efficient Top Models

Efficiency pical Model Model(s) Available Available
Product Parameter Sold in 1980 in 1984 in 1983/84

Condensing furnaces sold
Gas furnace seasonal O~63 by lennox J Amana, Sears 0 .. 94-

efficiency He i 1 , Whirlpool, eta 1@ O~96

Gas water overall O~48 Amana EGWH 0 .. 83
hea te r efficiency State uTurbo Super-saver u

O~64

Electric Rheem/Ruud RPGA and
hea t pUfflp heating COP 1 ~ 7 UPGA series 2~6

Electric DEC Inte uTherma-Stor U

~ water heater overall COP 0 .. 78 heat pump water heater 202

Central air Lennox Landmark
conditioner SEER 7 6 IV Series, HS-14 14 .. 0

Room air
conditioner EER 7 .. 0 Friedrich SMIOGIO 11 I) 5

Top mount
ref rig era to r I f r e e z e'r Amana TSC-18E 8~7

with automatic Energy factor 5 .. 6 Kenmore 63771 8*4
defrost (16-18 ft 3 ) Whirlpool ET1711KXM 8 .. 4

Chest freezer with
manual defrost Energy factor 10 .. 8 W.. C,. '~ood $ s £420 18 .. 7 G1

(14-16 ft 3 ) tr1
t-t

~
Upright freezer with ~

manual defrost Energy c tor 10~8 Kenmore 241580, 241540 13 .. 1
(15-16 ft i )



Table III~ First costs for highly efficient residential products (a)$
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Increased First
Cost Compared to

Capac; ty Installed Standard Model ( b)

Product (useful output) Cost (1984 $) (1984 $)

Lennox pulsed
combustion gas 2,000 BTU/hr 2,300 1,000
furnace (c)

Rheem/Ruud
RPGA and UPGA series 42,000 BTU!hr 3,800 650
heat pump

DEC International
Therma-stor heat 74 ga,l/hr 1,600 1,200
pump water heater
Amana EGWH gas
wa ter hea ter 107 gal/hr 760 350

State Industries
Turbo Super-saver 58 ga1/hr 520 110
gas water heater

Lennox Landmark IV
central AC system 39,000 BTU/hr 2,500 1,000
Friedrich SMIOGIO
room air conditioner 10,000 BTU/hr 730 130

Amana TSC-18E
refrigerator/freezer ( d) 18 cubic feet 900 100

Kenmore 63771
refrigerator/freezer 17 cubic feet 720 60

(a) Cost data obtained from dealers and contractors in the
Washington D~C~ areae

(b) The cost difference is relative to a standard efficiency
model made by the same manufacturer~

(c) One example of a highly efficient condensing furnace~

(d) Model no longer in production, may still be available to
consumers in 19840



Table IV0 Cost effectiveness of the additional first cost for
highly efficient products (a)
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Simple
Payback Period

(yrs)

Rea1 Return on
Additional Investment

(%/yr)

Lennox pulsed
combus ti on gas
furnace 804 15

Rheem/Ruud RPGA and
UPGA hea t pump 306 27

DEC International heat
pump water heater 607 12

Amana EGWH gas
wa ter hea ter 602 17

State Indus tri es
gas water heater 303 35

Lennox Landmark IV
centra1 air conditioner 6~6 12

Friedrich SMIOGIO
room air conditioner 8~6 9

Kenmore 63771
refrigerator/freezer 200 52

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

(a) Based on a rst year electricity price of $Oe072/KWh and a
l%/yr ectricity price escalation rate; $6000/MBTU first
year gas price and a 4%/yr gas price escalation ratee The
first year energy prices are 1983 national averages 0 For
demand dependent end-uses (space heating and cooling~ hot
water heating), the demand for a typical U0Se household is
assumed See Table III for product cost assumptionsg




